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In the preceding paper (First communication [1] ) we gave the definitions 
of C/~, CII. and cm ~uniform distribution (mod 1) of a measurable function 
f(t) (t;;;: 0) and deduced tests by which this C~distribution may he 
demonstrated. 

In the present paper we first give same examples of the use of these 
tests. Furthermore we show how the definition of the C/~uniform 

distribution (mod 1) can be generalized. 

§ 1. Application of the Cl-test on some special functions. 

Theorem 1. The function f(t) = log t is not Cl ~uniformly distributed 
(mod 1). 

Proof. For any integer h -=;F 0 we have: 

T IOjl T Te2:nlhlog T f e2:nihlog t dt = } e(2:nlh+I)U du = . 
o -00 2:n:ih + 1 

Hence the expression 

1 T - f e2:nlhlogt dt 
T o 

will fail to have a limit for T ~ 00, which shows that the function 
f(t) = log t is not CI~uniformly distrihuted (mod. 1). 

Theorem 2. The function f(t) = sin t is not C/~uniformly distributed 
(mod 1). 

Proof. Applying the test it is no restriction to limit ourselves to the 
case that T increases through positive integers. or more generally. through 
a sequence of positive numhers. increasing with a fixed difference. Putting 
T = 2 n:n: (n integer. ;;;: 0). we have for any integer h -=;F 0: 

1 T n-I 1 2(k+I):n 1 2:1 - f e 2:trlhstnt dt= I - f e 2:nlh.tnt dt= - f e2trlhltnt dt. 
T 0 k=O T 2ktr 2:n: 0 

2tr 
We shall prove now that for h = 1 the integral 1= f e 2:nlhltnt d t does 

o 
not vanish. For the real part of the integrand we have: 

2tr tr 

f cos (2:n: sin t) dt = 2 f cos (2:n: sin t) dt = 2:n: Jo (2:n:) =f 0, 
o 0 
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according to a well-known property of the Bessel-function Jo(x). Hence 
f (t) = sin t is not Cl-uniform distributed (mod 1). 

§ 2. Application of the Cl -test on special classes of functions. 

The following Theorem 3 gives a whole cIa ss of functions which are 
not CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Theorem 3. lf [(t) is a differentiable function. defined for t ~ O. with 
[(t) ~ co for t ~ co, and if ['(t) is finite with t ['(t) ~ 0 for t~ co. then 
[( t) is not Cl -uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. 

i [e 2:rih / (t) dt = è"ih/(T)_ 2~h [tf' (t) e 2:rih/(t) dt.. . . (I) 

From our assumptions it follows that, given a positive E we may find a 
To = To(E) su eh that 

Itf'(t)l<iE for t===-To. 

Hence 

I i rtf' (t) e2
"ih/(t) dt l-= ~ I ttf' (t) e2

:rih/(t) dt l + 

+ i I [t f' (t) e211ih/(t) dt l
and, since t f' (t) is bounded, the right hand side of this inequality is 

< c ~o + t t < t for T===- TI (E) ===- To (E). 

If T ~ co, the second term on the right side of (1) converges to zero. 
and the first term fails to have a limit. 

Hence [(t) is not CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1). 
As examples of the use of the Cl-test with positive results we may prO'Ve 

the following two theorems 4 and 5. which KUIPERS [2] proved in a more 
elementary way. 

Theorem 4. lf [(t) is a differentiable function. defined for t ~ 0, and 
if ['(t) > 0 and monotonically non-decreasing for t ~ 0, then [(t) is Cl. 
uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. 
1 T 1 I(T) 

- / e 2:rih/(t) dt= - ( e2nihu pi (u) duo 
ToT /(0) 

where t = F(u) is the inverse function of u = [(t). 
Using the second mean-value theorem, we have: 

1 IIT) 1 110 

T f pi (u) cos 2:n hu du = T f' (T) / cos 2:n hu du 
1(0) 110) 
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for a suitable chosen value of ~ in the interval (0. T) and this expression 
converges to zero for T ~ co. The same argument holds for the imaginary 

1 T 
part of T ! e2:rih f(t) dt. 50 the theorem is proved. 

Theorem S. ff f(t) is a differentiable function. defined [or t ;;;;; O. and 
if f' (t) is monotonically non-increasing for t;;;;; 0 with t f' (t) ~ co for 
t ~ co. then f (t) is Cl -uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. 

1 T 1 f(Tl 
- / e1nih/(t) dt = - / e2nihu F' (u) duo 
ToT 1(0) 

where t = F (u) is the inverse function of u = f (t). 
Using the second mean-value theorem. the last expression equals 

1 f(fJ 
T f' (T) jo~os 2n hu duo with 0 < ~ < T. 

and so tends to zero for T ~ co. and simarly for the imaginary part. Hence 
f(t) is CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

§ 3. , Applications of the CJ/J-test. 

In the paper already mentioned [1]. we introduced a function which is 
CI_. but not Cu. and CJ/J-uniformly distributed (mod 1). , 

In the present paragraph we shall prove th at the CI-distributed functions 
of Theorems 4 and 5 are ,also CJ/J-distributed. 

Theorem 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem "1 f(t) is CIII-uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

oe 
Proof. Let I ~k be an arbitrary system of non-overlapping intervals 

k=1 

~k on ,3. Then. with arbitrarily chosen T;;;;; O. the integer N exists. such 
that N $. f(T) < N + 1 hence F(N) $. T <F(N + 1). wh ere t = F(u) 
denotes the' inverse function of u = f(t). Let ~k be the interval (ak. 13k). 
and ST(~k) the set of points of O;:;;;t~ t with ak~f(t) <13k (mod 1). 

Then 

for a suitable chosen value of ~k.n in 

(n = 1. 2, ... , N). 
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Since f' (t) is monotonically non.decreasing. the last expression is 

N 

-== (13k - ak) n:o F' (n) -== 13k _ ak N I I ~ _ 

= F (N) = F (N) ~~ F (u) du + F (0) ~ -
_ (13k - ak) I F (N) - F (0) + F ' (0) I == 2 (13 _ ) 
- F(N) - k ak. 

Eor T sufficiently large (independent oE k). 

Hence the series k~ I ~116T (5{h) 11 is uniformly convergent in T. and by 

§ 6 oE [1] f (t) is CIII.uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Theorem 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5 f(t) is CIII·uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. In this case the expression (2) is 

From our assumptions it is easily seen that F~~~) 1) ~ 1 Eor T ~ co. 

Hence 

Eor T> T 0 (T 0 independent of k). which shows that the series 

is uniformly convergent in T for T> T o• and so f(t) is CIII.uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

§ 4. Generalisation of the Cl.uniform distribution. 

In the present paragraph we shall give an extension of the definition of 
Cl.uniform distribution. Whenever a function f(t) is Cll·distributed. dien. 

00 

for any ~ 5Sk. f(t) satisfies the relation: 
k=1 

Wh en however a function f(t) iSCl. and not Cll.uniformly distributed, 
00 

it is possible to indicate special sets ~ 5Sk for which f (t) satisfies (3). 
k=1 
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Cl) 

In this case we call ((t) Cla-distri:buted with respect to ~ ~k. 
k=1 

Definitioît. 
Cl) 

((t) is Cla!..distributed (mod 1) with respect to a set ~ ~k, 
k=' 

if [(t) is CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1), and i[ ((t) satisfies: 

1 Cl) Cl) 

}~mCl) T k:,IIST (!Bk) 11 = k:,II!Bkli. 

It is obvious that for Cla-distribution the following test holds: 

Oa.-test. Necessary and sulficient for the C1a-distribution (mod 1) of 
Cl) Cl) 

((t) with respect to a set ~ ~k is that ((t) and ~ ~k satis[y the relations: 
k=' k=J 

lim ~ J e2nih!(t) dt = 0 
T .... CI) T 0 

(h integer, =f 0) 

and 

Now we may prove the following 

Tbeorem 8. Each CI-uniformly distributed function {(t) (mod 1) is 
Cl) 

C1a-distributed with respect to any I ~k with one limitpoint "). 
k=' 

Proof. Por any positive quantity E there exists a positive integer n, 
such that 

where .2 is a subinterval of 3 with length E. Prom. 

follows: 

hence 

Cl) 1 . nl 
Um sup I T 11 ST (!Bk) 1/ = lim I T 11 ST (!Bk) 11 + 

T .... Cl) k .. , T .... Cl) k=1 
Cl) 1 n 1 

+ li~s~p k=';+1 T 11 ST (!Bk) 1/ -= k:1 I/!Bk 1/ + T1!.mCl) TI/ST (2) 11 < 
Cl) 

< III!Bkl/+t. 
k=1 

.) That is, there exists a point xo on ~ su eh that every interval, eontaining xo in 

its interior, also contains all but a finite number of the intervals !ll k' 
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On the other hand 

So we have: 

and the theorem is proved. 

Remark. It is evident that the same argument holds if we consider a 
00 

set Z ~h with a finite number of limitpoints. 
k=1 

Bandung, 16 November 1949. 
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